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Obesity: A chronic disease that persists even after successful weight loss 

Obesity affects ~35% of adults and ~17% of children in the United States and accounts for over 20% of U.S. health 

care costs. Despite multiple new tummy jigglers, nutraceuticals, etc.,, the likelihood of sustaining non-surgical 

weight loss (~15%) has not changed in over 30 years. This presentation reviews the physiological cross-talk be-

tween adipose tissue, the brain, and systems regulating energy intake (behavioral) and output (metabolic) that 

promote weight regain and suggests separate treatments for weight loss and reduced-weight maintenance. Much 

of this discussion is based on data from controlled in-patient studies examining the effects of dietary weight loss 

on systems regulating energy intake and output. These results are then placed in the context of examinations of 

outpatient weight loss studies as well as examinations of those who are successful at long-term weight reduction.  

The relative constancy of “usual” body weight over time suggests that energy intake and output are “coupled” to 

maintain a relatively constant level of energy (fat) stores in adulthood. During weight loss (negative energy bal-

ance), these systems are uncoupled and individuals become hypometabolic and hyperphagic.  Following weight 

loss, there are changes in skeletal muscle (increased chemomechanical work efficiency), autonomic (decreased 

sympathetic and increased parasympathetic nervous system tone), and neuroendocrine (decreased leptin and bio-

active thyroid hormones) functions plus increased hunger, delayed satiation, and changes in food-related neuronal 

activation which conspire to favor weight regain even in states of energy balance. The magnitude of these findings 

are consistent with the behavioral adaptations that are made by those successful at long-term reduced weight 

maintenance. Many of these changes in feeding behavior and thermogenesis are “reversed” upon repletion with 

the adipocyte-derived hormone leptin which is largely ineffective in promoting weight loss in subjects at usual 

weight or during dynamic weight loss. Other therapies, including repletion of thyroid hormones or specific types of 

exercise may assist in reversing some of the changes favoring weight regain. 

Obesity is a chronic disease which manifests itself long after successful weight loss. Post-weight loss interventions 

– whether behavioral, pharmacological, biological, or surgical should focus on “correcting” the changes in energy 

homeostasis that occurred as a result of weight loss. The goal of such therapy is to encourage harmonious cross-

talk between the CNS and periphery to prevent, rather than promote, weight regain. 

For the full 2019 DORI seminar schedule and to learn more about DORI, please visit our website: http://dori.usc.edu  
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